2012, Jan 12

Mother Sekhmet's Thursday Night Call

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Host:

MariettaRobert

Opening Mediation:

Angelsu

Mayan Calendar:
Yellow Resonant seed day

Rainbird
7 – a healing day; we can surrender stagnation, lack of self-trust
possibility, potential of creation – gifts of today
To get copy of 2012 Mayan Calendar: send an e-mail to her at "lightenergync"@gmail.com

Housekeeping:

D'yanna

We love and support the years of work Tara & Rama have done; had it not been for these calls and
the info going out for the last 10 years – we can't withdraw support now ; the reports going out
are very important - We The People are pushing this thing and we need to stand up and do it! We
are all Occupying a place of love.
We have never been at the critical mass that we are at now; we are pushing the river which is
turning to the light.
T & R: Need $800 for rent money for January + some bills
Go to website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com

Go to Paypal button on this site

Notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
Let MariettaRobert know:
317-773-0061
Rama's mailing address:
Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
BBS: We owe $211 from last week + $300 for this week.
Go to Paypal button on the site.
Guest: None tonight
Hard News:
T: There's a big push going on; Newt Gingerich is behind it with the funding he has from a wealthy right
wing radical donor - $5 M; took the 28 minute film and made into ads
● From their sources: there are dead bodies on Mitt's hands; his life force is not exactly in a
healthy state: he is holding the full template of the old version of Lucifer. Lucifer has already
turned back to the light, his higher self of Lucifera; there is a lot of dirty money, it's bloody, too
● the ignorance of the population needs to be wakened up
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● It's in our hands so we actually witness and turn it into a JUST anger ●There's a super positive energy all across the board
● On the Dinar call last night, they acknowledged that the whole new money system is all in place
and ready to go, and coming super fast.

R: today is the 12th of Jan [1–12–2012 – the whole year is #5, a “Yes we can” we can year and Master
Hilarion year of healing]
●In last 12 days, unprecedented #s of ships seen across the planet – nothing but joy to see the
wisdom showing up.
● In this time, 2012, there is something happening in the Great Central Rift of the MW galaxy
●All the planets have lined up, increased levels of energy, anomalies going on in all the planets
●People having ascensionitis symptoms unabated – 3 folks in Occupy Santa Fe – in ER due to heart
palpitations – the stress levels across the planet are unabated – one of the doctors told
one of the people to get medical marijuana
●Unseen, covert drama between China, Russia, Iran, Pakistan, Japan
●Tim Geitner still in China
●it is all related to $134 T law suit and Neil Keenan and US getting back on track with precious
metals
● In the middle of this: who shows up? Lucifer / Mitt Romney
R: spoke to Mr X about Lucifer – Mr Mittens and his Magic Underwear: not a pretty picture in terms of
what they want to play out, and it's already cancelled [catastrophic ending]
●Thom H: they are quietly bashing each other on the right, and closer to Nov ,this will all be
forgotten. Strategy: get all the dirt out now, get it over with, forget it later on down the road
●MR X said what is being played out is most critical of stories: soldiers in middle of an unlawful
war because of 9 / 11 on terror right now;
● He shared that the stories being played out have to do with last chapter of Revelations which
has been cancelled; but they are pushing for this and distracting folks with such intensity
in the news
R: he knows we all have different missions and we are told to shut it off and go outside for a walk yet, at
the same time, those telling the stories on the news also need to meditate even more and stay in
balance and love these ones even more – the energy is being amped up
●Has to do with the increased energy coming out of the centre of the Great Rift, centre of the
MW Galaxy, affecting living matter and anti-matter; also starting to cause breakthroughs in our
time-space continuum
● Scientists are finding out the spontaneous remission of nuclear radio-active isotopyes, the half
life, is being speeded up at a huge rate
●The mitichlorians , the force itself, are moving the energies at such a rapid place and
pace so we can get with the program
● our neighbours in “the hood” that are 30,000 light years away say we can help: put down
the weapons, meditate; begin to talk about how we heal this story which is what
happening with Occupy
●In spite of the clowns and the circus which has nothing to do with real time reality on any level; it's so
far out there Steve Colbert is running for president - only one Man will take us through this story
and mission
●these folks that come from Dracos are an ancient, ancient empire; they are in their death throes
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●We can choose to love them and they can accept/reject – the energies themselves are causing
their demise as we witness the raw stories of negativity out there
●this planet is moving upwards at such a rate – if you are of their ilk, you have not long to stay on this
planet [Mr X said this]
● has to do with this gang – the 13 families, also Mother's children; Mother's grandson Lucifer is
here and grooming himself to make his story so polished so that when Nov 2012 comes, he might be
able to debate Mr Obama – yet they have nothing to offer except ecocide, genocide and other
hateful things.
●Rama is seeing that many people no longer want to buy into the Old World Order any longer
●Last week they played Liberty Newstv.com
in less than 9 months, over 1 billion people were using Twitter or what;
●All these different types of social media forms started by taking 13 years to be accepted; now
speeded up to just months
●In 9 months last year, Occupy somethings going on in India, Malaysia, and other countries;
Thailand has one third of country under water yet still rising up
●It all comes back to Washington DC and arresting the criminals
●From Dyanna last night: he said one hundred currencies will be re-valuing at exactly the same time
and everything must be right for all 100 currencies; must be absolutely right or it is all
busted; that's why it has been taking so long.
●We the People must be aware of these facts and we must keep pushing!
●This is not about money, but about the awakening of consciousness: we have the sole responsibility to
awaken the tools of consciousness with which that which circulates this knowledge - sharing and
helping each other; the heart being closed makes it impossible.
●Emotions are the gateway to the soul ; the whole news is there is no emotion in this man [story
about Mitt Romney and his dog]. He did the same with Bain – he got his investment $ from
a foreign place [whose money was it?] and keeps it in the Caymans.
●He will not release his tax returns; the story to be played out is us taking our power back as Occupy
Everywhere with whatever we do – letting others know what is happening
● Ron Paul is a racist, plain and simple; not to be trusted on any level.
●We need a quantum awakening within ourselves and this is happening because of what is happening with
the Idigo Crystals and the Millenials
● Thom H talks about this in a book: The Fourth Turning – when the heroes and the prophets
showed up and we changed the course of the planet over night; not the end of the Mayan
calendar, but just the beginning of what we call Sat Yuga
● We get there by waking each other up and realizing we have been fed a basket full
● Time to send these folks lovingly on their way.
Caller: a couple of nights you mentioned that BO will speak Jan 24th about State of the Union
Will it be a regular SOU speech or will it be a speech that comes from the heart?
T: All of his speeches come from the heart, but according to reports from Rama who got it from Sam
Seder and Larry and Curly, there will be some added excitement
● Sam will sit in for Thom tomorrow and talk about the break-through that has to happen in terms
of disclosure: BO being on Mars; structures on the moon; ships showing up all over planet; the
WH Xmas card showing a ship; too many different coincidences that are not coincidences
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● America is the last one to acknowledge the fact that the galactics are here – Rama was told
that there might extra info added to the speech; it's not Rama's speculation!
● Larry and Curly said it; they are not from here; they are part of the Ashtar Command and are
part of the 16M sovereign world militia force of the Ashtar command, with the 4 million that are
from here[this planet]; they have been working together, a working operation inside our military.
●BO as Commander in Chief knows about this; he is part and parcel of a council that meets with
Ashtar and Sirian Council; he continues to visit Sirius for Council meetings all the time!!!
● This part of the story is that part none of the other outlets are capable of reaching the people with
●The Green Tara association has been getting the message out for a long time about Kalki
Maitraya [Share International]
● Benjamin Creme has been doing 2 hour meditations all around the world since 1979
● in 1984, Kalki Matiraya said to get out of the hedge funds; they were a dispensation only
for a short period of time
● a lot of hedge funds were used by the light workers too: it was called “Arbitrage”
● in 1990 the Arbitrage thing went into Chapter 11; Sam Brown came to US and filed the Ch 11
● At same time, Bill Clinton and Bush Sr formed a monarchy in the west under the auspices of the
Kennedy-Rothschild money
● BC worked with Teddy Kennedy on this; there were good things happening; everyone had
an opportunity to do his part: the closer to the top of this pile of money, the more
dangerous it was. If you were to make it to the top and be a double agent and have the
seat of power in your hand to wield, you'd be first to be taken out.
● The Republicans got involved then and did not do their homework at the time and, as a result, got
nabbed – they got enamoured with power, sex and money because they had not learned the
discipline of the inner work enough not to be nabbed.
MR: Was there more of the caller's question that we need to finish?
R: in terms of what Obama will say at the State of the Union – don't really know, but we are in line for
such magnificent energy coming forth in this year: to do with our freedom, and our brothers and
sisters sitting down with us – everything lines up with that
● Mr X said we are at such a narrow window; it's fine tuned like a laser beam; the ones on the
right know it; they are desperate and going into their final death throes, kicking and screaming
- they have lost; the light has won
● Will he be coming from his heart? It has to come from a place where he would cover the ground of all
the countries indicting their criminals & going through the process of holding them accountable, as
well as bringing in the changes that N brings
They were told full disclosure would be a simulcast – it's about the heart and more love pouring
through him as we the people send him that love.
T: Dylan's show: Dan Butner wrote a book called Thrive: Finding happiness the blue zones way.
● He said happiness is not listed in the GDP; Americans are happiest when they socialize about 6
hours / day
● San Luis Obispo, CA considered the happiest city in US; Denmark is happiest country in the
world – they have 70% leisure time / week; their work day is 3x smaller.
● Trust, tolerance, social interaction are the ingredients for this happiness. Out of balance if less
than
● No increase in happiness about $75.000; after that, it's an illusion if one thinks money will buy
more happiness or is the cause of it. A billionaire is no happier than one making $10,000. If
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not prospering the people, the land suffers and then the people become the property.
● Human beings only remember 3% of our past.
Angelsu: how do they test this? What is the basis for quantifying these statements?
T: research for about 10 years; psychologists etc
Caller: this is related to what was said a few minutes ago: reads a paragraph of a channelling of a few
months ago - from AA Michael, Mother Mary and others.
●This is to help us to move into the new reality of light – chaos is a construct created by the
darkness, we don't need it
● Once one realizes that one does not need duality, that lesson is over.
● She took a while to get there with the idea that she/we don't need the chaos.
● Darkness is turning away from our own inner soul / light; we are here to turn back to that
T: With reference to the reading: as one in general has a good balance, would need 6 hours of sleep a
night [average]; if you have less than that, about 30% less happy; if short of the socializing also;
and reaching the place where have enough money, look to volunteering and helping others
Caller: what is in the chemtrails over Florida?
R: all kinds of viruses and stuff you don't want to know about! Aluminium microchips, dead blood cells, etc
T: This is why we go to the higher vibration; as we go into the higher vibrations, it cancels all their tricks
The Solfeggio Scales raise us so we are not affected
Caller: confused because we talk of Romney, Gingerich and all the rest; in next breath, talking of how
close – yet it is her understanding that we really don't need to worry about the dark souls, as they
will all be arrested; the packages, the re-valuing could not happen until they are gone – don't we
need to get the bad guys out of the way first?
T: It looks like a contradiction because behind the scenes they have been killed: they are all clones or
holograms which was done to keep us from every kind of catastrophe that had been planned by the
cabal:
● They wanted to take us out when Bush Jr made his State of the Union, 2001.
● On April 13, 2001: there was a nuke made in China [at our order] and sent to Iran [there are 2
faces of Iran, light [Ahmadinejad] and dark [ayatollah] –] then taken from Iran to Lebanon, then
they launched it towards Tel Aviv: which means the Zionists in Israel in cahoots with their
controllers [who also control the US – not vice versa], were willing to kill over a million of their
own people for an excuse to attack Iran and start WW3 right then and there
● In the meantime, from 1999 to now – on March 9, 1999 when NESARA was placed as a bill before
Congress to be considered for law, Bush Sr snatched it from the people in Congress except his
cronies and put in a fake 75 pager in place which was our TARP
● the master minding of this is a minimum of 100 years old; goes back to Bankers Manifesto of
1891 – the statement was to take as many people out of their homes as possible and to have it done
by the time we are in now
● it was a 100 year contract from Oct 1, 1891 – Oct 1, 1991; 10 days after we entered the 1992's
banking year - October 10, 1991 - Bush Sr had a meeting with KOS and a few of his good men
with guns, and KOS said sign this Executive Order granting the merit to hear the Black Farmers
Case. It was also called the Pickford Case
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R: Native America Calling recently was asking people to get on and file a claim
T: it took 2 more years to get this into the courtrooms; it was in Colorado
● The Keeps Eagle Vilsack Case [Vilsack was the Sec of Ag at the time]
● it has to do with citizens of the soil - the Black Farmers: goes back to 1863 when the slaves
were freed and the Proclamation of Emancipation – had 2 prongs
1st prong: emancipation
2nd prong: to be granted 40 Acres and a mule for every head of the household
of freed slaves + seeds and the ability to plant, grow and sustain an agricultural lifestyle
and be citizens of the soil
● Lincoln coined $12 M at the time to create funds to provide the gift of land to fully grant that
freedom
● used to be that people had the right to life,love and property - the original terms; this was
changed to “the pursuit of happiness”
● You are not a citizen if you are not a citizen of the soil; you came here as a soul to take care of
the soil; now it's about the right to happiness
T:

talks about Marietta Robert and her passion to rejuvenate the soil and leave it better than when
she got it; learning how to rejuvenate the soil with help of science
R: Santa Fe was clear in the morning; sky was literally blotted out by the chemtrails by the afternoon
●In spite of that, people's energies and moods were upbeat -no matter what they did, the people
are still upbeat!
●Proof: “Spontaneous Evolution is Happening Now” in 5D.com
[SEE BELOW]
a YouTube: “In 5d.com”; www.wholisticconcerresearch.com
www.in5D.com
●Greg Prescott, MS
●David Sereda has been working in this area since 2006; it is not typical to see such a
drastic reduction in the decay rates
●Even weak changes in our energy fields can cause
●Mother told T 20 years ago if you know how, it takes only 2 hours of stasis to have
enough rest
MR: it was Roosevelt who said that when people lose their homes, they will be easier to control
T: that was actually written in the Bankers Manifesto in 1891.
Tuning Forks/ Solfeggio Scales:

MariettaRobert

●Important to have our frequencies balanced: one way is to use the Solfeggio tones which were used in
the past and kept the monks healthy, balanced, eliminated fear, guilt, etc; eventually suppressed
by the church and once this happened, they became sick.
●Not on our pianos or any of the instruments we have now.
Ute
– 396 Hz -#9 vibration – helps liberate us from guilt, fear, grief, past hurts
Re [ray] – 417 Hz - #3 vibration – facilitates change; letting go of old baggage; tribal stuff; helps to clean
chakras; reminds us we are holy children of god
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Mi [me] - 528 Hz - #6 vibration – DNA repair; clears vibrations not in harmony with our being
Transformation and miracle
Fa [fah] - 639 Hz - #9 vibration – connecting, relationships, family; supporting us as a co-creator;
calls in the heart
Sol [soul] – 741Hz - #3 vibration - awakening intuition; helps us solve problems; balances right and left
brain; may be attuned more to our own purpose
La [lah] – 863 Hz - #6 vibration - helps us return to spiritual order; cleans the chakras – it reverses
movement, restores order; clearing, returning to spiritual order
for 7th chakra, do all 6 together Angel frequency – very high – 4686 Hz
earth – 136.1 Hz - finishes with this one to bring us back to the earth we live on
● Tesla said if you understand the 3, 6 and 9, you will understand the structure of the Universe
● All of us have ways of helping people balance frequencies and get rid of old
Mother:
In the office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ, we invoke the loving energy of St Germain
and the Violet Flame
T asks for each soul, to see the seeds of ascension planted so each soul can return to Mother
Mo:
Greetings!
●We are in the middle of that great cycle you call 2012
●It has been spoken of since the Man with the Plan [Sananda, aka Jesus] showed up in the manger, and
the 3 Wise Men; now we have our children getting into the mix
●A great cycle is concluding and the energy has to do with the quantum awakening in each single cell on
the planet, in the entire universe
● Has to do with us that have volunteered at this moment to come from your future which is our
past; it has already been much discussed; there is so much dung in the barn, may need Hercules
to dig it out!
●In this one second, what is occurring – 7 billion souls on this planet – this planet can reasonably hold 10
billion when all is in proper balance; when the land prospers, the people prosper and all falls into
place
●We are witnessing such changes in our bodies, and in the social systems and how we work with
thought patterns and manifest into creation – we are ALL creator gods in this: we wanted to know
how to create universes and we all have the magic soup or whatever you call it: we have not lost it –
begin by Occupying Your Heart and understanding the unprecedented changes
●Zero point energy has come into play: Z PModules are sitting in the ziggorats in the Fertile
Crescent
●This moment has already been foreseen in the sense of the understanding that we all knew we would
return, including us, the people
The Annunaki are here and they want their gold, but it is not for them to obtain it – it is with beloved
Ascended Master st Germain and it is to come back to us, 7 billion souls, and they are extremely
annoyed and want to play out the disaster capital scenario and play Revelations out –
● that show has been cancelled; Iran, Israel all know it – the Mahdi is here; the brothers and
sisters are here; the next step is taking the talking stick and pushing the C of C to announce it
●Michelle Obama's birthday today – a babe in the woods, and as old as understanding! About bringing
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it back into balance – bringing civility, divine right of kings and queens as we are all equal in this
divine Leila. We are here to tell you is when 2012 is when it all shakes loose!
●The 5th element is ether – the sky – Father Sky and walk in balance with Mother Earth
●We began talking about the particles being affected spontaneously in every cell – how far down
into the levels where we would begin to understand – we are particles upon particles upon particles
that - moving us to the place of loving presence where one is healed all are healed
●These ones, our children , cannot stop it
Randi Rhodes began her show talking of the ancient dragon - about a grandson running for president
offering us the kingdom but he has a dagger behind him that he would use without a hesitation
●We knew how far down we would go in this place, and how up we would go up in microns – it's as if
itching powder has been spread across the earth! Just feeling the energies inside us
●The heroes and the prophets are here, getting in the face of these ones
●It is happening exponentially; it affects them, us, our children. As Yoda said , you either do it or
you do not – so just do it. Be love now and take the actions to be love now
Mo: as each one is affected, each other one is affected. The Law of One
●what is occurring right now in spite of the plan of dire consequences: the particles are saying we
do not wish to play any more with darkness; we only want love
●In spite of the stories of Iran and so on, we are not doing that scenario – it is about the landings
which are occurring right now in the understanding that the energy is moving up in terms of zero
point; the energy affects the matter which can no longer go to darkness
●There is a perfect balance that, without darkness, there is no light, and vice versa.
●The energies from our Yanni are affecting all of you ; it's about the frequency of who & what we
are,
●When we said I AM THE ONE; I AM THAT I AM, at that place, it affects every other particle
and there can no longer be the frequency the clowny clones are playing with.
●Each second of each day, there are more opportunities to work with the frequencies of love, not
depression or “why has it not happened yet?”
●Our young ones take it to next level and say there are more of us than you – what are we going to do with
the energies moving us, driving us? We can change this planet's destiny just by focus. It is the
millenials and the crystals – we do not wish war, just to work in peace.
●Yet the distractions along the way move us to re-center ourselves – like what we do in Zen meditation:
don't bother about the dog, the phone – focus on the small, quiet sound of the raging universe in
your ears: when we are so quiet, so focused in meditation, we can look into the face of yourself in
your last lifetime with that intense focus.
●The old wonky ways won't work any more: the people have spoken
●Every day we watch The Stream – the young ones are saying now is the time; how are you going to
move this energy so it brings The Mahdi in: We are calling it in: the brotherhoods the sisterhoods
T: comment on the shutting down the internet – piracy; if you play something on the net that is copyright,
they can shut down your computer
Mo: the Akashic Records are free for all to access; the Halls of Amenti are open; all manner of universal
libraries are open to anyone
●It is simply the life forms of 1% that intellectual properties – as someone creates a program for
a laptop and wants to charge for it; multi-national corporations are behind this, a leviathan –
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Congress men, Senators are also tied to the corporation
T: repeats that her teacher never copyrighted his books: it is universal knowledge. We don't really need
“to make money” in the sense of business; it is really about circulating love. How are people going to
work if you give them $10 M? It changes the idea of working with an employer and working for
compensation – money is an exchange for energy
Mo: in universal understanding, something given freely is freely returned. The few here in the moment
who are pushing online piracy – as you will know, we got challenged by Com Cast for The Lost
Symbol - yet the wisdom of the The Lost Symbol is contained in all the sacred texts of the planet
and universes. But when someone creates a form that someone else can use, he expects
compensation for it. The information is not to be taken and hoarded, but to be shared. The
corporations be hind the scenes are controlling the record companies, the
●As we show up, this changes and we will do this in a different way, as the wisdom is given freely and
shared freely. The rental unit [when he was younger] went to the Digger Store in Haight Ashbury –
the Diggers – put together in 17th Century – how folks came together and shared - the store was a
place to go and get food, or clothes or a place to stay for free –
●Occupy Everywhere is changing radically – people living in their cars, in the park, their parents,
their siblings and no money for college – so we figure out how we can do this with each other, and
we have magic shoes from the time we came into this life.
Cathy: speaking of compensation, we all think of the Gates and how much they give away for the planet – is
he of the light, is he turning around?
Mo: Bill, Melinda, the Gates Foundation have also done some dark things: providing vaccines that cause
death – the unspoken oath of the 13 families that serve Lucifiafera , not Creator Source – they
chose to accept the kingdom, not the everlasting love.
T: they put their money in a foundation in the Caymans, like Mitt R
Mo: they said they would give half away, and they divvied it up between all kinds of trusts, fdns, etc
T: also gave money away
Cathy: he also got a lot from Warren Buffet
Mo: it got absorbed into various projects, seemingly to help the people – yet to AMA, FDA and
T: gave lots of $ to AIDS cures yet they knew about oxygen therapy
Cathy: we know now that Chris Matthews has made an amazing shift – how does he get to live when he has
done such a thing – stay public probably
T: in general, can see Jon Stewart and Steve Colbert and team work: Jon is the good guy, Steve plays the
opposite and the amount of truth they get out every night is mind-boggling. They also interview
the dark side: Jon interviewed Jim De Mint who is such a racist, with all the agenda of the
Southern racist.
T: he is a Senator and a Republican
Mo: he is the one who said “Mr Obama, we will break you.” : a racist statement based in use of the word
“break” That one representing Mother Zudiachus sits in the Oval Office; they can't stand it.
●as the changeover goes on – they have to create distractions of global proportions – Iran has
nukes and they will take out Israels, so we
●they came and invaded the Palestinian land – the Palestinians came from Crete: King Midas and
the Minoans / ancient Moors got away and went to what is now Palestine – long time ago
Mo: has to do with break up of Atlantis and Lemuria – cellular memory of Hyperborea and the ice and snow
– it was about a global disaster – Raga Rock – comes from ancient Siberian peoples – when the great
crystal was destroyed and the separation of worlds
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●Mo will continue tomorrow!!!! Maybe Saturday
In conclusion : everything happened since time of Atlantis; we are getting our abilities back; we've got it
down as to the magic of who and what we are; now let's put it into action and love them more,
●how many more smiles you can create with others and wake up more understanding about love, not
death and destruction; this is about magnificent changes
Closing:
Cathy

2012, Jan 14

Spontaneous Evolution Has Arrived!

by Gregg Prescott, M.S. .
www.in5d.com
www.maya12-21-2012.com
www.HolisticCancerResearch.com
Spontaneous evolution has occurred in history at specific increments in time. What causes these changes?
How do these changes affect us on a cellular level? What is happening to our DNA right NOW?
Keep this in mind when reading this article. Edgar Cayce stated, "(Earth) is slowly receding or gathering
closer to the sun, from which it receives its impetus for the awakening of the elements from that which it
receives from the sun. - elements that give life itself, by radiation of like elements."

Scientific Evidence
David Sereda has been working diligently in this area of science. According to Sereda, since 2006, scientists
have been noticing a difference in the decay rates in nuclear particles, which had been consistently reliable in
previous years.
What does this mean? It isn’t typical to see such a drastic change in these decay rates. Scientists are seeing a
change of 1/10th of 1% in these particles, which was previously unheard of and is unexplainable at this moment.
When a particle speeds up, it means it’s radiating more energy. This includes the energy and particles within our
own bodies. Studies on DNA have indicated that even very weak changes in the energy field can cause profound
changes in our DNA.
Sereda went on to state that because our children are in a rapid growth stage, they are going to receive more of
this change than the adults.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G2MuaJeTIA4&feature=player_embedded
There is a drastic climate change event happening on every planet in our solar system. Planets are
becoming more luminous, have higher energy fields and have thicker atmospheres.

What is causing these dramatic changes?
Our Sun will reach a solar maximum in 2013. In the meanwhile, it is emitting high energy photons that can
literally affect our consciousness, as evidenced by the global awakening that’s going on right now. It’s certainly
not a coincidence that these energies are bringing in a wave of spiritual consciousness that demands truth and
desires the best for humanity.
There is some evidence that points to the photon belt as being a prime catalyst for cellular change, but this is
more speculation than factual science.
We are exiting the Age of Pisces and are entering the Age of Aquarius. As I noted in a previous article, each age
has an energy signature associated with it. The energy signature of Aquarius is one that promotes Divine Order,
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truthfulness and all that is in the best interests of humanity. This is why the current, worldwide political
corruption will come to an end soon, so it’s important not to focus too much of your own energy on their issues,
because that’s the only energy that’s feeding them at this point in time.
All of the planets in our galaxy are undergoing dramatic climate changes. For example, there is a newly
discovered ice cap on Mars, chemical changes on Jupiter, new weather patterns on Venus, a vortex on the south
pole of Saturn, etc…
There is an energy field at the edge of the Milky Way Galaxy that’s described as a ribbon. "This is a shocking
new result for us and one that is not entirely understood," said David McComas, the lead scientist on a NASA
mission called IBEX.
This “ribbon” is a long band of high-energy particle emissions that could feasibly alter our DNA.
Is it possible that these changes are related to our location to the center of the Milky Way Galaxy as we near the
galactic alignment? Do the changes in our Sun have any relevance to the changes in our solar system? How do
these changes affect us on a cellular level?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAGFiiFkzSc&feature=player_embedded

It’s so true: As above, so below!
Here on Earth, we have witnessed many changes, including massive land cracks, volcanoes, tsunamis,
earthquakes, mass animal die offs, etc… Something is causing these changes to occur. While we can point our
fingers at chemtrails and H.A.A.R.P. as the reasons for some of these occurrences, most of these changes would
have happened anyways. Why? Because other planets aren’t affected by chemtrails and HAARP, yet they’re
still going through dramatic climate changes.
DNA changes are happening right now! Look at some of these indigo children who were born with a total recall
of their past lives.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jepolpObRBM&feature=player_embedded#t=0s

To those who may dismiss this theory, a child was recently born with a 3 strand
DNA in England.
Brave toddler Alfie Clamp stuns doctors after being born with extra
strand of DNA
A British toddler has become the first person in the world to be born with an extra strand in his DNA, in a
condition so rare doctors don't even know its name.
Alfie Clamp, from Warwickshire, northern England, has a seventh chromosome which has an extra arm.
Source

go to the 5:22 marker of this video for Dolores Cannon's perspective:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAGFiiFkzSc&feature=player_embedded

Don’t stare at the sun!
There is a gentleman who goes by the initials, HRM, who has existed solely on sunlight and water since 1996.
That’s right, he has not eaten solid food in 12 years. He has been studied by various researchers, such as the
Thomas Jefferson University, and the University of Pennsylvania. Not only have they found his claims to be
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true, but medical evidence suggests this man is healthier than a normal person of his age. He is approaching 80
years old.
HRM practices sungazing daily. Doctors stated that his neurons were active, and not dying. His pineal gland is
actually growing, not shrinking, which is very unusual in someone over the age of fifty. The greatest average in
someone over fifty, is a pineal size of 6×6 mm, HRM’s is 8×11 mm.
The reason I bring this up is because we’ve been taught that it’s harmful to directly stare into the sun. While I’m
not advocating sun gazing (although I do it, myself), if one decides to do it, then please research this topic
thoroughly.
Perhaps there is a reason why we’re being told not to look directly into the sun?
You can easily access this information on YouTube or click HERE for more information on sungazing.

The end of a 75,000 year cycle
According to the Law of One, we’re at the end of a 75,000 year cycle, comprised of three 25,000 year
cycles:
The timing of these cycles is a measurement equal to a portion of intelligent energy. This intelligent
energy offers a type of clock. The cycles move as precisely as a clock strikes your hour. Thus, the
gateway from intelligent energy to intelligent infinity opens regardless of circumstance on
the striking of the hour.

Scientific evidence has concluded that since 2006, we have entered into a new energy field which can literally
change our DNA. This may explain why there are so many chemtrails in our sky, as to deflect these incoming
energies. As more and more of these new energies enter our solar system and our atmosphere, we will continue
to see changes within our DNA.
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